xLaw for iOS or Android

What
Mobile application for reading Estonian law, with added information.

Why
RiigiTeataja.ee is not mobile friendly and therefore it is tedious to find and read laws from mobile. xLaw.eu is a browser extension which adds extra information (court cases, journal articles) to RiigiTeataja.ee and its 1400 users don’t have mobile access to this content.

Outcome
Mobile application which pulls laws from RiigiTeataja.ee (XML or HTML feed) and also pulls relevant information from xLaw database (API access with content is provided (JSON)). Other functionality will be determined with the specific team.

Conditions
Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Software Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to Evert Nõlv from the moment of creating them.

Benefits
20% of royalty from the first year sales if application is good enough to ask a monthly fee. Longer term collaboration is possible if the team is interested.

When picking this project, please indicate if you would like to develop it for Android or iOS.

More information and contact:
Evert Nõlv, evertnolv@gmail.com